A description is given of a modified version of Voronoi's algorithm for obtaining the regulator of a pure cubic field (2(\A>)-This new algorithm has the advantage of executing relatively rapidly for large values of D. It also eliminates a computational problem which occurs in almost all algorithms for finding units in algebraic number fields. This is the problem of performing calculations involving algebraic irrationals by using only approximations of these numbers.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a modification of Voronoi's technique for calculating R in Q$D) which (1) executes rapidly and (2) minimizes the number of calculations which have to be done with irrational numbers. The method of [3, pp. 290 ff.] satisfies (2) but requires large precision when D is large and executes rather slowly. We also present, in the last section, some results of running the programs which were written to implement our algorithm.
In Table 1 we summarize some of the notation used in this paper. Table 1 Symbol Description £2, Í2 , Í2" Í2 is an element of Rr, i.e. n = aMr + bNr + c (a, b,cE Z). Also Í2 = (^j + q2ô + q3ô2)lor, where <?i> ^2' ^3 e^-^ and £2" are the conjugates of Í2.
E3 Euclidean 3-space

Cn
Cn is the normed body of Í2; that is Cn = {(*, 7, z)l(*. 7, 2) e E3, IjcI < Ii2l,.y2 + z2 < Í2'í2"} cü cj is the puncture (£^, 2. Preliminary Observations and Definitions. For a more general discussion of the ideas presented below see [3] and Steiner [5] .
Let 0 be a lattice [3] with basis [1, M, N] , where M = (m, + m2h + m352)/a, N = (nl + n2& + «3S2)/a, a, m,, m2, m3, nlr n2, n3 G Z (the set of rational integers), a > 0, g.c.d.(a, »jj, m2, m3, nv n2, n3) = 1, and 5 is defined as in the first paragraph of Section 1. Then 0 is made up of the collection of ordered triples (£2, £2', £2"), where £2 = x + yM + zN, x, y, z G Z, and £2', £2" are the conjugate roots of £2. Since £2' and £2" are complex, we often discuss the real lattice R which is the collection of points (£2, (£2' -£2")/2/, (£2' + £2")/2) of E3 (Euclidean 3-space). Here i2 = -1. Since, to each £2, there corresponds a unique point of R, we often identify this point of R by using the symbol £2 only and writing £2 « (£2, (£2' -fi")/2i, (£2' + £2")/2).
We define the value of e for R (or 0) as e = m2n3 -m3n2.
If £2 G R, we define its parameters to be I £21 and £2'£2" = ((£2' -£2")/202 + ((£2' + £2")/2)2.
We also define the norm of £2, written ^(£2), to be £2£2'£2" and the trace of £2 to be
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Tr(£2) = £2 + £2' + £2". Note that since £2'£2" = I £2'I2 > 0, then £2 and 7V(£2) have the same sign. It should also be noted that [3, p. 274 ] if £2 and <i> are two points of R such that <*>'«>" = £2'£2", then $ = ±£2.
If £2 G R, we call the collection of all points (x, y, z) G E3 such that \x\ < I£21 and y2 + z2 < £2'£2" the normed body Cn of £2. That is, the normed body of £2 is a right circular cylinder of radius \/Çl'Q," and length 21£21. It is oriented in E3 as illustrated in Figure 1 . For the norm of 1 is 1 and the value of £2£2'£2" for any £2 G R is a rational integer; consequently, no point of R except 0, 1 and -1 can lie in the normed body of 1. For the same reason we see that any unit e of Q(S) must also be a relative minimum of R.
If £2, $ are relative minima of R such that 0 < 4> < £2, «&'*" > n'fi" and there does not exist a * G R such that $ < ^ < £2 and *'*" < $'$", we call * the relative minimum of the first kind adjacent to £2; and we call £2 the relative minimum of the second kind adjacent to $. See Figure 2 below.
Geometrically, we see that, given <ï>, we find £2 by increasing the length of the cylinder C^ until it includes a nonzero point of R. The first such point encountered is £2. That £2 must exist is guaranteed by the lemma of Minkowski [3, p. 80] . For a given £2, we find $ by increasing the radius of the cylinder Cn until it includes a point $ of R such that $ > 0.
Consider now the sequence (2.1) 01,02,03,...,0",..., where 01 is a relative minimum of R and 01+1 is the relative minimum of the first kind adjacent to 0f for /' = 1, 2, 3, . . . . We call such a sequence a chain of relative minima of the first kind. If 0/+1 is the relative minimum of the second kind adjacent to ®¡, we call (2.1) a chain of relative minima of the second kind (see Figure 3 ). Voronoi's algorithm for determining e^ 1(e0) consists of a method for obtaining a chain of relative minima of the first (second) kind for R when R has as a basis an integral basis of QJÔ] and 0j = 1, together with a method for determining which member of the chain is e^ie^.
Suppose the basis of R = R t is [1, M, N] , where [1, M, N] is an integral basis of QJ5 ] ; and suppose we have found the relative minimum of the second kind 02 adjacent to 0, = 1. Put 0<1} = 02 and suppose [1, 6(l), 6(hl)] is a basis of R,. We let R2 be the real lattice with basis [1, l/0£!), 0£1)/0¿1)]. Clearly 1 is a relative minimum of R2, and we find 0^2\ the relative minimum of the second kind adjacent to 1 in R2 and 03 = 0^,)0^2). We continue in this way finding [1, 0<n), dnn)] a basis of Rn and then defining Rn + 1 as having a basis [1, l/0*n), 0J/,)/0£")] and determining Q(" + 1\ the relative minimum of the second kind adjacent to 1 in R"+1. We have 0" ,, = 0i1)0i2) ■ ■ ■ din+1). When for some k (> 1), Rk and R. are the same lattice or, equivalently, N(@k) = 1 (and k is the least integer (> 1) such that this is so), then e =@ =0(1)0(2) . . . fl(*-i) e0 Ufc °g °g °g and R = log e0 = ¿ log 0«. i=i
In a later section we shall require the following theorem concerning d^r\ Theorem 2.1. // 6gr^ is the relative minimum of the second kind adjacent to 1 in Rr, then 1/0^ is the relative minimum of the first kind adjacent to 1 in Rr+ x.
Proof Let [1, 6gr\ 0(r>] be a basis of Rr; then [1, l/8(gr), B(hr)/8gr)] is a basis of Rr+ j. Also, since Bgr^ is the relative minimum of the second kind adjacent to 1 in Rr+1, we have l/0(r> < 1 and UBgr)'Bgr)" > 1.
Let ^ be the relative minimum of the first kind adjacent to 1 in Rr+,. Now if 0 G Rr+,, 0 # * and 0 < 0 < 1, we must have ©'©" > *'*"; for, if 0 < 0 < *, then since C^ contains no points of Rr+l except for 0, ^ and -ty, we get ©'©" > * V. On the other hand, if * < © < 1, then ©'©" > * V by definition of the relative minimum of the first kind adjacent to 1. Thus, if 0 = 1/0^, we see that 0 < * < 1 and *V < MBgr)'Bgr)". Proof Since ®r, 0^, ®,Nr G Rx, we have a®r = txx + tX28 + tx382, a®,Mr = t2x + t228 + t2382, <*>A = '31 + '32Ô + ^33Ô2 C/S2). If where oMx = mx + m28 + m382, oNx = nx + n28 + n382, then T = JS, where T = (tjj)3x3. It follows that 171 = ±ea (e = e,).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let r = ©;.©;. Since ®r G QJ8], we see that T G QJ8] and, therefore, ar = gx + g25 + g3b2 (gv g2< S3 e Z). Thus, we find that ¿Qr = (gi +g2?> +^2X'n + tx28 + tx382), o2QJir = (gx +g28 +g382Xt2x + t228 + t2382) = ux+ u28 + u382, v2Q,Nr = (gx +g28 +g382Xt3X + t328 + t3382) = vx+ v28 + v382, and fo2Qr 0 o\ lgx g2 g\ If d2 = («j, n2, n'3), we get n2(m\ -m3mx) = n3(Dm3 -mxm2) (mod d2) from the last two equations. Now m\-m3mx =m3ar/dx, Dm2 -mxm2 = m2ar/dx; hence, d2dx \~örer_x. Also, since ®r = ®r_xegr~l), we have Qr_xN{ßgr~x)) = ß,.
From (3.1), we have Qr_x = a2_x/\er_x la; thus, since 7V(0£'""1)) = dxar¡a^_x, we get û^a,. = a\er_x\ar_xQr. lid = (d2, a,._,) = («',, w2> «'3, ar_,), then er_xd\dxar and ûW, Iorer_x ; therefore, afl a,.. We have proved It should be noted here that since dx = \er_x \aror_x/\er\d, we have We define the puncture of any £2 G R to be a point to = (£w, rç^) in the x-y plane of E3, where lu = (2£2 -£2' -£2")/2, "w = ^^ (i2 = -1).
That is, if £2 « (u, v, w), then co = F(u, v, w), where F(u, v, w) = (u -w, v). Thus, co is simply the point at which a line passing through £2 and parallel to the line joining the origin of E3 to (1, 0, 1) meets the x-y plane. We denote the set of all these punctures by L. We also denote by fn the value of (£2' + £2")/2; hence, £2 = %^ + fnWhen S3 = D, we see that if £2 = (qx + q28 + q382)/a, then *w = 3%2 + 1^)11°, *?c = V3%! -<72S)/2a, fn =(2qx -q28-q382)l2o. Since F is a linear mapping, we see that L is additive; thus, if 4> and ^ are any two points of R and £2 = a$ + b^ + c (a, b, c G Z), then the puncture to = tëw> Oof n is given by £w = a?0+ *** and "^ = aT?0+ b^i, >where 0 = (t*. V' <// = (|^, Tfy) are the punctures of $ and ^, respectively. Also, fn = af^ + ¿>f,j, + c.
It follows that L is a two-dimensional lattice with basis the punctures of M and N.
Thus, if £2, = axM + bxN + c,, £22 = a2M + b2N + c2 (ax,a2, bx, b2, cx, c2 GZ), then £2, and £22 have the same puncture if and only if ax = a2, and bx = b2. Let £2 = aM + bN + c (a, b, c G Z) have to as its puncture. We say that £2 belongs to co if -1 < f n < 1. That is, £2 belongs to to if it is one of the two points on either side of the x-y plane of E3 which has to as a puncture and is closest to the x-y plane. In Figure 4 below both £2, and £22 belong to to.
We have £2j -£22 = 1 and cx = [-aÇM -bÇN] + 1. Let C be the set {{x, y, z)\(x, y, z) G E3 and z2 + y2 < 1}, i.e. the set of all points of E3 in or on the cylinder z2 + y2 = 1, and let Cx be the normed body of 1.
Note that only two points (± 1) of R lie on the surface of C and no points of R except 0 and ± 1 are contained in C,. Note also that 0 G C. We have the following Definition o/£2*. Let £2j and £22 be the two points which belong to to. If just one of these is in C, denote it by £2*. If both are in C, put £2* = £2j if l£2j I < l£22 I; else put £2* = £22. If neither £2j nor £22 is in C, £2* is not defined. We are now able to present several lemmas. These results are analogous to results given in [3] for the case A > 0. Wada also made use of results of this type to produce his table [7] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since dx and af2 < 1, we have t/2 < 1. If Pj lies below OP2 and fr < 0, then since fn* > fr, the angle between OPj and PjP2 exceeds 7t/2; hence, t/3 < t/2 < 1. In each of the cases above we find d3 < 1 and, thus, (t?t -t/^)2 + (fr -fn*)2 < 1 or T -£2* G C.
Thus, under the assumption that P < £2*, we see that either P -£2* + 1 or P-£2*GC. If, however, P -£2* G C, then fr -fn, >-l and, consequently, P-£2* > f r -fn * > -1. Since P -£2* < 0, we have P -£2* G C,, which is impossible. If P-£2*£ C1,then-3/2<fr-fn. <-1/2 or P-£2* + 1 >-1/2; also, P-£2* + 1 < 1 ; and we have P -£2* + 1 G Cx, which is also impossible. It follows that P > £2*. D
Lemma 4.5. Let to = (Çw, r?^) oe a puncture of a point £2 st/c/z f/zaí Irç^ I < 1/2 + k (0 < k < (V3 -l)/2), and let r = (|T, t?t) èe r/îe puncture of a point TEC.
Suppose further that %T = 1 + X + (f^, w/zere X 3* 0. // X > g(a), we must have £2*<P.
Proof. Suppose £2* > P; since £T = 1 + X + ^, we have 1 + X -fn » + f r < 0. From this we see that, since £r > -1, we get fn« > X > 0. Also, fn* < 1/2 (Lemma 4.1) and fr -fn» > -3/2; thus, -3/2<fr-fn.
<-X-l and X < f < 1/2, where £ = {"", -fr -1. Now It?^ I < 1/2 + « < V3/2 and (Lemma 4.1)
If P -£2* + 1 is not in C, then (fr-rn. + l)2 + (i7T -i?^)2 > 1 and lr?T-77j>Vl-f2.
Hence,
Since P G C, it follows that we must have P -£2* + 1 G C. Since £2* > P, we have P -£2* + 1 < 1 and since Proof. If Itj* I < V3/2, then ** exists. Since <I>* also exists, tj0tj* < 0, and %q > ?*, £0 when 0 = 0 + 0 or 0 = 20 + 0, we see that 0g cannot be less than both ty* and <I>* by Lemma 4.3. If Itj* I > V3/2 and ** exists, then ^. < 1/2; hence, if £* < 1/2, we get ** = £** + £* < 1, which is impossible as 1 is a relative minimum. D
The corollaries of Theorem 5.1 allow us to restrict even further the set S from which the possible value of (a, b) can be obtained such that 6 = a<p + b\p. We summarize these results in Table 2 below. It is assumed in this table that lr?0 I > (1 -lr?0l)/2. Table 2 Restrictions also showed that Er > V3/2 and that if 0 is a relative minimum of the first kind adjacent to 1 in Rr, then 0'®" < P + 1/4, where P is the minimum of a certain quadratic form Ax2 + 2Bxy + Cy2, with AC -B2 = E2 [6, Sections 27, 28] . In this section
we make use of these results to find inequalities which will be useful in the following sections.
We first note that when we are dealing with pure cubic fields, lAl = 27D2.
Since ET > \f3/2, we have
and consequently, (Theorem 3.1)
In several of the following sections we shall be concerned about developing a means of finding a ß-basis of Rr. This is a basis [1, 3>, ^] of Rr such that the punctures 0 = (£0, tj0) and 0 = (£*, tj*) (of $ and V, respectively) possess the following properties:
(1) |0>£*>O, ls2l, l5s3l<3S2, lf2l, ISr3l < 3.83Ô2; Is, I, lr, K SD.
Proof. We first notice that hence, |0Itj* I, Itj0I|* < Er. Also, since It?0I < V3/2, we must have £0 > Vl -t?0 by Lemma 4. K.
Since m3 = 0, we have s3 = k2Xn3 and by Lemma 6.1, l«31 < 36. We also have l«2 l< IotjK (1 + V5)52 by Lemma 6.5. D
We conclude this section with a summary of the several inequalities derived
here. We give this as Table 3 .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use That is, we are searching for a basis of Rr which satisfies properties (1) and (2) of a |3-basis. We can certainly find such a basis by using steps (i)-(iv) of Algorithm A; however, on a computer this algorithm must make use of approximations which may not be of sufficient accuracy to guarantee a correct answer. We show here how these steps can be modified such that only rational integer arithmetic is needed at any point. In order to do this we first require several lemmas.
Lemma 7.1. If r, s E Z and at least one of r and s is not zero, then
Proof. Follows easily from the fact that r" + s3D is a rational nonzero integer. D Define fix, y) = x2 + 8 \xy I + 82y2. We now prove Thus, lui, Is'l, Is'-«I < \d\/\t + u8\ + lui < \d\ld3 + cx, and the corollary fol- where it = (£w, t?w) is the puncture of n = (p, + p25 + p382)/or. We also have the following simple lemma. Proof. We first note that \p2 +p38\\p2 ~p38\ = l(lp2l + lp35l)(lp2l -lp35l)l >-lp2l + lp35l
by a direct application of Lemma 7.1. Also, since 2a" 2a.
IÈ.KIV. ^K'Vand l/1^1' ^fs^l<y/6^lS
(by (6.10)), we see that lp2l + \p3\8<y/6\er\8. Hence, (7,) «-*l>asr-Since 3D > \eT\, 3Vl85s > \er\\/6\er\&, and lp3l < (1 + V5)ô, we get (7.6) 2(2p\8 + Ie,l)\/6le,l5< 2(2(1 + V5)2 +3)VÏ8ôs</j. Adding y\er\l\p\ ~p2382 I to both sides of (7.7) and multiplying through by 2, we have (7.8) 25leJ
where the last inequalities follow from (7.5). (7.6) and the fact that 0 < d < 2p\y8. Since lp2 I + lp315 < V6le,l5, we see from (7.8) and (7.5) that \p2 -p38\, \p2 +p38\ > \\p2\ -lp3l5l>2VöM3V6. We must now prove some preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 8.1. For the ju and v described above, we have £M/3, £"/3, \nß\lsß, It?"I/V3 < (3 + 2^S)Dl2or.
Proof. We first note that since t?" and t?^ have different signs and \v,%ß> 0, wehave£jT?"l, £Jt?mI <Er. Thus, if It?"I < 1_-V3/4 < V3/2, then £" > VV3/2 -3/16 > 3/4 (Lemma 4.2) and It?mI/V3 < 4P,/3V3 = 2Z)le,l/a2 < 2/J/a, by (6.2). Also, if t?^ > V3/4, then £"/3 < 2D/a,.
If we arrive at the end of B, by skipping over all the substeps of (iv) and step (v) , then, since l£ I, Itj^I do not change after (i) has been executed, we get £M/3 < 5V6le,l5/2a, < 3sj2D\2or, \r\v\\^3<\r\ß\\sj3< 8^/S\er\8¡2or < VÎ5D/2a, by (6.10). We also have either £"/3 < 2£"/3 < 6D/2ar or l«3 l< (1 + V5)5. In the Proof. We prove the second part of this lemma here. The proof of the first part is similar and somewhat easier.
Since ItjJ < 1 -V3/4 < V3/2 and ItjJ£" < P" we have £" > Vl -tj2 > 3/4 (Lemma 4.2) and Itj^ l< 4P,/3. It follows that lm2 -m351 < 4le,l52/a, < 452. Since lm2 +m35l < (3 +2V5)62, lm2l + lm35l <max{(3 + 2\/5)S2, 452} = (3 + 2\/5)82 and from Lemma 7.6 we see that It?mI < 1 -\J3¡4. We also note that since I tjm I £M < £" I t?m l< P" we have
If_lm2 -m35l <52,then lm2l, l5m3l < (Ô2 +(3 + 2\/5)S2)/2 < (2+V5)52. If Ö2 < lm2-m35l<252, then, from (8.2), we have lm2 + 5m3 I < 652 and lm2l, lôm3K(2ô2 +652)/2 = 452. Finally if lm2 -m352l >2Ô2, then lm2 + 5m3l <352 and lm2l, lôm3l <3.5Ô2. D In the next section we show how to find 8gr' once $ and ^ are known. As in Algorithm B, we wish to use as much integer arithmetic as possible.
9. Determination of 8gr\ Let [1, $, *] in (8.4) be a ß-basis. In order to determine the set S in Section 5 we need to be able to discover when £^ > 1/3, £0 < 1/2, and It?0 I < 0/2 by using only integers. To this end we define the symbols *c = M^a
where I3 is an arbitrary but fixed integer. Here to = (£w, tj^) is the puncture of any £2 = (a, + o25 + a3ô2)/a, G R,.
Now£l// =3^/2/3a,+ 7. where l7l<3(lf2l + lf3l)/2/3a,. If/3 > 15052, we see from (6.5) that I7I < 1/25; thus, when 4X^ > orI3, we have 3XjJ/2I3ar > 3/8 and £0 > .256. Also, when 4X^ < a/3, we have £0 < K (P, > 15052).
To determine whether or not Itj^ I < 0/2 is somewhat more difficult, we first note that Itj^ I < 0/2 if and only if e = sgn(a, -I5f, -52f2 I) > 0. From (6.5) we have lf2 I + 5lf3l< 452 and 3.1S2(lr2 I + \t3\J{t2, t3) < 3.152(452)3 <20058. It follows from Lemma 7.3 that sgn(/3a, -I F0 I) = e when I3 > 20058. It should also be noted here that if £2 = 0^, then from (6.8) we get l^2 I + la3 15 < (2 + 20)o2 and (9.1) 50658 > 3.1(2 +20)358 >3.152(lfl2l + \q3\)f(q2,q3).
Hence, we can determine whether or not It?^, I < 0/2 by checking whether or not \YJ<0rJ3.
We now have Lemma 9.1. Peí S be defined as in Section 5. 77ze«, ifl3 > 20058, S is given by Table 4 below. Table 4 restrictions Proof. In the inequality \r + sô + fô21 > l/3.152/(s, t) of Lemma 7.2, we note that the right-hand side is independent of r. If we put P = s5 + f52 and select r such that r + P = { P}, then { P}> 1/3.152/Ts, f). If we select r such that r + P = 1 -{P}, then 1 -{P}> 1/3.152/Ts, f).
If Proof. If £2 G C n P, then fn > -1 and £w > 0; hence £2 > -1, and, since 1 is a relative minimum of R,, we must have £2 > 1. It follows that 8gr^ is the least element of C n P Suppose £2,. = 8gr) ± £2;.; then X = (xx + x25 + x382)/ar = £2;--£2,. > 0.
Further, lx2l +Slx3l < lm2l + Im3l5 + \q2j\ + \q3j\8 < (2 + 20)ô2 + 12Ô2 < 1852 by (6.8) and (9.6) . If x is the puncture of X, we see that, since £2,-, £2-G C, we have lfxl, ItjxI < 2. Now X E R, and oxor\er\\N(orX) by Theorem 3. In practice this is easily done by using Newton's method to determine 5. We also determine g2 such that D = gxg\, (gx, g2) = 1 and gx, g2 are square-free. When D = ± 1 (mod 9), we put m, = 0, m2 = 3g2, m3 = 0, n, = g\,n2 = ±g\, n3 = 1, a = a, = 3^2, e = e, = 3g2; otherwise, put m, = 0, m2 =g2, m3 =0, «, = 0, «2 = 0, n3 = 1, a, = a = e = e, = g2. We also initialize the value of r to be 1 and that of R to be 0.
Algorithm.
(I) Calculate, by using Algorithm B, the coefficients s,, s2, s3, f,, f2, f3 of the elements $ and * of the 0-basis [1, *, *] of R,.
(II) Determine 8gr), 0^) and increase R by log 8gr). Calculate the coefficients mx, m2, m3, nx, n2, n3 and a,+ , of the basis [1, l/0^r\ eP/egr)]ofRr+x. m% and n*, nf, m|, mf. are, respectively, the values of n2,n3, m2, m3 before Algorithm I is executed. In order to ensure that s, and f, are not too large, we can reduce them modulo a,.
Algorithm II. From (6.6), (6.11), (6.12) and the fact that n, < a, < 3D, we see that the numbers in (v) never exceed 36D2. Also, in step (iv), by (9.7), Im, I < 12D, lm2 I < 1252, lm3l < 125; thus, we have Im, I, lm2l, lm3l <288£>2.
11. Implementation of the Algorithms. Programs implementing the algorithms described above were written in Assembler Language for an IBM 370-168 computer.
Use was made of double-precision arithmetic in all steps of the algorithms except in steps (i), (ii), (iii) and part of step (iv) of Algorithm II, where some extended-precision arithmetic was necessary. In the process of running these programs it was found that the speed of the algorithm could be improved by making the following alterations. Finally, in Table 7 , we give the continuation of Table 3 of [8] . Here n(x) is the number of primes q (q = -1 (mod 3)) which are less than or equal to x and g(x)
is the number of those primes such that h(q) = 1. 
